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Origin of Hysteresis in La$_{0.67}$Ca$_{0.33}$MnO$_3$
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ABSTRACT

Hysteresis is unattractive for magnetocaloric applications because it introduces loss in the cooling cycle. It is however usually associated with a first order transition and large entropy change. In this paper we review the sources of hysteresis in magnetocaloric materials and in particular in manganite systems where the nature of the transition in terms of whether it is indeed a first order transition remains elusive.

INTRODUCTION

The field of room temperature magnetic refrigeration is beginning to show signs of maturing. A number of promising refrigeration prototypes with large temperature span have been reported within the last twelve months. The most popular systems appear to use one of a small number of compounds including: Gd or Gd based alloys, Pr$_2$Fe$_{17}$, various manganite compositions, La(Fe$_y$Co$_x$Si$_{1-y}$)$_{13}$, Mn$_{1.8}$As$_{1-x}$Sb$_x$ or MnFeP$_{0.8}$Ge$_{0.2}$, for example see [1]. Each material system has attractive aspects but there are some outstanding issues before a robust commercially viable product is developed. One major question is whether magnetic systems showing a first order or second order magnetocaloric transition should be used in these applications. Gd, the ideal prototype material has a second order transition. It has the disadvantage that it is a rare earth and therefore costly, its entropy change is modest although perfectly useable, but the resulting temperature span for a refrigeration cycle is more limited than systems where doping can be used to shift the transition temperature. La(Fe$_{1-x}$Si$_x$)$_{13}$ is certainly a tunable system with a $T_c$ typically close to 200K that can be brought to room temperature with Co substitution for Fe[2]-[4], or hydrogenation[5]. It is low cost as it is mainly made of Fe, but there are questions of stability of the hydrogenation process and sample degradation on repeated cycling because of large volume changes associated with the transition itself. It is nevertheless a very promising system. Many of the first order systems suffer from the sample degradation on repeated thermal cycling and in addition many systems also show significant thermal and magnetic hysteresis. La(Fe$_{1-x}$Co$_y$Si$_x$)$_{13}$H is rather unique because it clearly shows a first order, field driven metamagnetic transition and yet the intrinsic hysteresis is small. Nevertheless extrinsic sources of hysteresis in this system can be significant, due in part to the large latent heat, large heat capacity and poor thermal conductivity at the metamagnetic transition, as discussed elsewhere [6].

The situation with the manganites R$_{1-x}$A$_x$MnO$_3$ (where R is a rare earth) is interesting and their magnetocaloric properties have been investigated [7] and discussed widely [8]. The fundamental understanding associated with these materials was heavily researched in the 1990s and of course being ceramic oxides and components for fuel cell materials, work has been ongoing for many years to establish reliable processing routes to homogeneously doped, and
stable compounds [9-10]. One area that remains outstanding is whether the magnetocaloric transition in these materials is first or second order. There is evidence from electron holography indicating nucleation and growth associated with the development of the ferromagnetic phase which is suggestive of first order behaviour, although the technique only allows the study of a highly thinned edge region of the sample [11]. A second and perhaps related issue is why the observed entropy change is much smaller in some cases, than would be expected simply from the theoretical estimate of the magnetic contribution to the entropy change [12].

Over a number of years we have developed a unique set of characterization probes [13-15] and using these we investigate the source of hysteresis in La$_{0.67}$Ca$_{0.33}$MnO$_3$ and speculate on the order of the transition.

**SOURCES OF HYSTERESIS**

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.** Shows the free energy landscape for a first order metamagnetic transition, where $U$ ($U''$) is the magnitude of the energy barrier and $M_1$, $M_2$ are the separate magnetic states. As a guide, the energy barrier can be associated with the magnitude of the magnetic hysteresis $\Delta H$ and the change of magnetic state can be associated with the magnitude of the latent heat of the system, as indicated. Figure follows from Kuz’min and Richter [16].

First it is useful to review the sources of hysteresis in a magnetocaloric system. As shown schematically in figure 1, the free energy distribution in a first order system has two energy minima separated by an energy barrier $U$ (or $U'$) [16]. In the field driven magnetocaloric transition, to move the system from one energy minima to the other requires finite field to raise the energy of one of the phases until that the barrier is overcome. Systems where the intrinsic energy barrier $U$ to move from one state to another is high, will naturally have larger magnetic hysteresis $\Delta H$. In the example shown in figure 1 there is a decrease in $\Delta M$ and a reduction in the effective energy barrier $U' \rightarrow U$ indicated by the arrows, which can happen in real first order systems due to for example, increasing the temperature of the system. As a guide, the schematic shows that the change in magnetic state can be associated with the magnitude of the latent heat.
Once this basic scenario is established, a number of extrinsic sources of hysteresis can be imagined, particularly when one realizes that the magnetic transition in a disorder broadened first order transition takes place by nucleation or seeding of the new phase in finite nucleation size clusters. The process of transformation from one phase to the other then involves nucleation and growth [14]. Extrinsic contributions to hysteresis related to the impediment to transform from one magnetic phase to another include effects related to the level of disorder within the sample which influences the number of nucleation sites. The energy to grow one phase embedded within another is influenced by magnetostatic and magnetocrystalline energies, but also by large volume changes and local strain fields [17]. As a rule we observe nucleation and growth in systems with large magnetocrystalline anisotropy and large intrinsic magnetic and thermal hysteresis usually associated with strong coupling between a magnetic and structural (or volume) change.

In addition a number of groups have reported dynamic hysteresis effects due to the magnetocaloric effect itself and loss of isothermal conditions. In this case the hysteresis has been shown to have a clear magnetic field sweep rate dependence that is controlled by the sample size [6]. As well as this, the well known superheating and supercooling scenario, where depending on the cooling (heating) rate the system can remain in the higher energy state and overshoot the transition, only dropping to a lower energy state at a lower (higher) temperature or field, can also create an artificial hysteresis with a magnitude dependent on cooling (or heating) rate [17]. Dynamic hysteresis could also be anticipated if strain fields are built up within the sample, although a clear demonstration of this effect has not been established.

**EXPERIMENT**

Here we study $\text{La}_{0.67}\text{Ca}_{0.33}\text{MnO}_3$ (LCM) using powder prepared by solid state synthesis. Stoichiometric amounts of $\text{La}_2\text{O}_3$ (Sigma Aldrich, 99.99% metal basis), $\text{MnO}_2$ (Alfa Aesar, 99.9% metal basis), and $\text{CaCO}_3$ (Alfa Aesar, 99.95% metal basis) were used. Prior to weighing $\text{La}_2\text{O}_3$ was calcined overnight at 1000 °C and quenched in a desiccator, $\text{MnO}_2$ and $\text{CaCO}_3$ were dried at 300 °C for several hours. Starting powders were mixed, ball milled overnight with zirconia balls in isopropanol and calcined in air at 1150 °C for 4 hrs. The calcinations was repeated after the intermediate grinding. The resulting powder was rotary milled with zirconia balls in isopropanol at 300 RPM for 3 hrs.

The LCM pellet was prepared by uniaxial pressing at 0.75 ton/cm$^2$ and sintering in air at 1400 °C for 2 hrs followed by annealing in air at 900°C for 30 hrs in order to equilibrate oxygen content. The pellet was 80% dense with 17% of open porosity as measured geometrically and by the Archimedes method (Sartorius, CP124S).

Crystal structure and phase purity were studied by an X’Pert Pro MPD X-ray diffractometer (PANalytical) using Cu–Kα radiation. The “Unitcell” non-linear least-square refinement program [18] was used to calculate the lattice parameters. The particle size distribution curve was measured by Low Angle Laser Light Scattering technique (Coulter, LS230). Sintering behaviour of the powder was studied in air by dilatometer (Netzsch, DIL 402C) with a heating rate 5 °C/min.

**Calorimetric Methods**
Heat capacity and latent heat measurements have been carried out using a Xensor Integration SiNi membrane sensor (TCG-3880). The size of the sample is restricted in this apparatus to 50 x 100 µm² fragments.

For the heat capacity measurements, an ac current is applied to the heater via a resistance in series and the corresponding temperature modulation is measured by the thermoelectric voltage output of the thermopile. It has been shown that helium gas acting as a heat exchange agent is ideal for utilizing this gauge for ac calorimetry. As shown by Minakov et al. (2005) [13], in the single thermal length limit and treating the heater as a point source, the heat capacity C is measured from the complex voltage of the thermopile and the Seebeck coefficient K of the membrane as defined in equation 1

\[ V_{ac} = \frac{P}{i \omega C + G} \]  

where P is the heater power, \( \omega \) is the frequency of temperature modulation and C includes the addenda contributions which have to be evaluated separately.

The alternative use of the gauge TCG-3880 is to employ it as a thermometer to measure the latent heat, analogous to the use of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), as a function of field at constant temperature (see Miyoshi et al., 2008) [14]. The helium exchange gas is used to set the measurement temperature before being pumped out to minimize the heat loss to the environment. Compared to other adiabatic methods the thin membrane minimizes the heat loss to the environment and also enables the measurement of small samples. The need for detailed characterization of the gauge as a thermometer, such as the temperature contour on the membrane, is circumvented by calibrating the measured thermoelectric voltage by sending an electrical pulse of known energy content to the heater circuit.

To extract the total entropy change \( \Delta S_{total} \) between zero field and a finite field, as a function of temperature from calorimetry we use Eqs. (2)-(4). The entropy change from the equilibrium heat capacity values, \( \Delta S_{HC} \), is evaluated between T and T1, where T1 is a reference temperature used for integration and is defined as the temperature at which \( \Delta S_{total} \) is zero. \( \Delta S_{LH} \) is the latent heat contribution, where \( \Delta Q_L \) is the heat released by the material. As shown by Pecharsky et al., (2001) [20], the total entropy change \( \Delta S_{total} \), is a sum of the two components \( \Delta S_{HC} \) and \( \Delta S_{LH} \).

\[ \Delta S_{HC}(T) = \frac{1}{T} \int_{T1}^{T} (C(H,T) - C(0,T)) dT \]  
\[ \Delta S_{LH}(T) = \frac{-\Delta Q_L}{T} \]  
\[ \Delta S_{total}(T) = \Delta S_{HC}(T) + \Delta S_{LH}(T) \]

There has been some controversy concerning the evaluation of the entropy change with temperature from the magnetization (sometimes written as \( \Delta S_M \)) for the first order phase transition, see for example, Giguère et al., (1997) [19], Gschneidner et al., (2000)[21], Sun et al., (2000) [22] and Foldeaki et al., (2000) [23]. In practice, it is observed that when the Maxwell relation (Eq. 5) is evaluated across the transition region only, Casanova et al. (2004) [24] it is in agreement with results obtained using the Clausius-Clapeyron relation (Eq. 6). In general, care should be taken when evaluating entropy changes, but here these concerns are less significant as we are able to determine the various contributions independently.
\[ \Delta S_M(T, \Delta H) = \int_{0}^{H} \left( \frac{\partial M(T, H)}{\partial T} \right) dH \quad (5) \]

\[ \Delta S_C = -\Delta M \frac{dH_c}{dT} \quad (6) \]

It should be noted that \( \Delta S_{LH} \) relates to the contribution from the discontinuity in the free energy across the transition, the “first order contribution”, whereas \( \Delta S_{HC} \) measures the change in equilibrium values of the heat capacity and is labelled the “second order contribution”. For systems that exhibit co-incident magnetic and structural transitions the interplay between a first order structural change and a second order magnetic transition can be complicated, depending on the relationship between the two transitions, see Jia et al., (2006) [25], Bean and Rodbell (1962) [26]. Due to the sensitivity of a structural transition on pressure this has led to the investigation of the barocaloric properties of materials with respect to their magnetocaloric effects (de Medeiros (2008) [27]) and the suggestion of corrections to the mean field approach to account for such behavior (see Amaral et al., 2007 [28], Plaza and Campoy (2007) [29]).

RESULTS

XRD showed that \( \text{La}_{0.67}\text{Ca}_{0.33}\text{MnO}_3 \) powder crystallised in the orthorhombic perovskite structure (PBNM space group) with the lattice parameters \( a=5.475(1) \text{ Å} \), \( b=5.459(2) \text{ Å} \), \( c=7.722(4) \text{ Å} \), and unit cell volume = 230.82(12) Å\(^3\). The observed lattice parameters are close to those reported in the literature (\( a=5.462 \text{ Å} \), \( b=5.452 \text{ Å} \), \( c=7.704 \text{ Å} \)) [30].

![XRD pattern of La\(_{0.67}\)Ca\(_{0.33}\)MnO\(_3\) powder calcined in air at 1150°C. HKL of several peaks are marked.](image)

**Figure 2.** XRD pattern of \( \text{La}_{0.67}\text{Ca}_{0.33}\text{MnO}_3 \) powder calcined in air at 1150°C. HKL of several peaks are marked.

**Magnetization and sweep rate dependence**
Figure 3 (a) shows the magnetization versus field (M-H) loops taken at a magnetic field sweep rate of 0.5 T per minute. A significant sweep rate dependence to the hysteresis is observed, as shown in figure 3(b). Note that the relationship between sweep rate and hysteresis is non linear, but assuming that we can extrapolate back to zero sweep rate, it seems that the hysteresis is entirely extrinsic, in as much as it appears to approach zero at infinitely slow sweep rate. If we construct a phase line by defining the critical field $H_c$, as the position of the peak in the heat capacity with field curve (see fig 4(a)), we can correlate the extrinsic hysteresis at the maximum sweep rate, with a rise in sample temperature due to non isothermal conditions. Figure 3(c) shows the phase line defined this way which is quasi-linear, with a slope $dH_c/dT \sim 0.15TK^{-1}$. Using this plot we estimate that the sample temperature, which would give rise to the observed hysteresis is approximately 1K above the bath temperature. Fig 3(c) inset shows an Arrott plot, with signatures of S shaped curves usually taken to be indicative of a first order transition.

![Magnetization versus field (M-H) loops](image1)

![Hysteresis width versus field sweep rate](image2)

![Critical field, $H_c$, versus temperature phase line](image3)

**Figure 3.** Shows (a) magnetization versus field (M-H) loops at 0.5 T per minute at a range of temperatures showing finite hysteresis, $\Delta H$, defined as the separation between curves for different field sweep directions at the midpoint of the transition; (b) hysteresis width versus field sweep rate where lines on the graph are guide to the eye only; and (c) the critical field, $H_c$, versus temperature phase line, taken from the peak of the heat capacity curve with field (see fig 4(a)). Inset shows an H/M vs $M^2$ Arrott plot.
**Calorimetry**

Although the hysteresis appears to be extrinsic, there are systems which are very definitely first order, showing large latent heat peaks and small hysteresis. Hence in order to absolutely quantify the nature of the transition we performed calorimetric measurements. Figure 4 shows the results of ac heat capacity measurements. The field dependence of the heat capacity shows very large changes of the order of a 25% increase in the absolute value of heat capacity at the transition. The transition is therefore relatively well defined but the features are broad, and they broaden further as the transition moves out in field. The heat capacity was also measured as a function of temperature and we can clearly identify the zero field transition temperature. Using the adiabatic calorimetric method to capture latent heat as described above, we see absolutely no evidence for latent heat in this sample.

**Figure 4.** Shows (a) the ac heat capacity dependence on magnetic field for a selection of temperatures spanning 258K to 264K in 1K steps, and (b) the ac heat capacity dependence on temperature.

**DISCUSSION**

Mira et al., [31] claim that La_{0.67}Ca_{0.33-x}Sr_xMnO_3 shows a first order paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition for x = 0 and x = 0.1. Here we study the x = 0 compound, and the entropy change of our sample, shown in figure 5(a) is directly compared and found to be similar to the previous Mira et al., report. Within error our sample appears to show precisely the same behavior in magnitude and temperature width to the literature performance. In a separate paper Ramos et al. [32] show that for x = 0 and 0.1, there is a relatively sharp volume change at the transition of the order of 0.05% (which is very small compared to the changes in lattice parameters of the order of 1% in LaFeSi and Gd_5Ge_2Si_2). We can calculate the entropy change using the magnetization curves or, from the ac calorimetry, and both are shown in figure 5(b). When a system has entropy change contributions from latent heat and a change of heat capacity both components have to be included in order for the total entropy change to equal that
calculated from the magnetization curves [33, 34]. In figure 5(b) it can be seen that the entropy change calculated from the ac calorimetry agrees with that calculated from magnetisation within the accuracy of our measurement which we estimate to be of the order of 1%. The minimum detectable signal using the calorimeter in its adiabatic temperature change mode for a sharp latent heat spike, is 0.01J/K/kg. For a maximum entropy change of ~ 3.5 J/K/kg (the data shown in figure 5), this is equivalent to 0.3% of the total entropy change. We see no evidence of a latent heat feature when we try to measure it, from which we infer that the very good match between the entropy change calculated from magnetization and ac calorimetry is unlikely to be fortuitous. If there is a missing latent heat contribution indicative of first order behavior then its total contribution to the entropy change can only be of the order of 0.3% or less. From which we conclude that if the sample is not entirely second order, then its first order character must be very weak indeed.
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**Figure 5.** (a) Comparison to Mira et al., [27] (b) The entropy calculated from the magnetization or the heat capacity curves.

We do see hysteresis in the M-H loops, which could be attributable to intrinsic energy barriers and an indication of first order characteristics. However, on closer scrutiny, the hysteresis is sweep rate dependent and extrapolation to infinitely slow sweep rate suggests that the intrinsic hysteresis is zero. Previous authors have also commented on the zero hysteresis and the inconsistency with the expected first order behavior [35].

Several papers have commented on the missing entropy in manganites for example from localization of carriers at the ferromagnetic metal to paramagnetic insulator transition [36], or phase coexistence [36] or distributed transition due to the very specific dynamic Jahn Teller interaction that is thought to be present in these systems [37]. The entropy change simply assuming a local moment model of independent Mn spins can be estimated from $\Delta S_{\text{mag}} = R \ln (2S+1)$ where $R$ is the gas constant and $S$ is the spin state of the Mn ions. For La$_{0.67}$Ca$_{0.33}$MnO$_3$ $\Delta S_{\text{mag}} = 0.67 \ln 5 + 0.33 \ln 4 = 12.8 \text{J mole}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}$ and if the molecular weight of our compound is approximately 200g/mol, this converts to $\Delta S_{\text{mag}} \sim 64 \text{JKg}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}$. This model is likely to be far too simplistic in a system with electronic, spin and orbital ordering. Nevertheless as indicated by figure 5, it is clear that the entropy change we are capturing is far less than the simple model.
would suggest. A more detailed statement concerning missing entropy is beyond the scope of this paper but the missing entropy question remains an intriguing one.

CONCLUSIONS

Manganites are proving to be an important candidate magnetic refrigerant system, in spite of rather low adiabatic temperature change in moderate fields (of the order of 2K), they are relatively inexpensive and can be made using well established solid state synthesis routes. They also lend themselves well to tunability in terms of the possibility to make graded material with a distribution of $T_c$ values providing a good span of working temperatures, (many reviews have covered this detail previously). The most elusive aspect of the manganite system has been whether there is any clear evidence to support the claim that the ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition is first order. We have investigated hysteresis, which may impact on use of these materials as refrigerants, in terms of thermal management as the manganites are known to have low thermal conductivity [12],[38-39] and this needs to be addressed. The system appears to show no intrinsic hysteresis. From calorimetric measurements and an attempt to measure any latent heat associated with the transition, we are unable to detect any direct evidence for first order behavior. Hence we conclude that the system is second order.
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